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ELECTRIC PROPULSION: THE NEXT REAL BREAKTHROUGH IN
SPACE TRANSPORTATION
Robert L. Sackheim* and Richard Rosenthal**
TRW Space and Electronics Group
Redondo Beach, California
Abstract

the primary mode of propulsion. The literature covers a
wide range of applications. Some of these ideas include
near Earth orbit transfer, interplanetary science missions, on
orbit repositioning, and constellation maintenance. The
choices of engines have included arcjets, resistojets, ion
engines, magnetoplasmadynamic thrusters, and other
electric based propulsion devices. As stated above, technology advancements over the last few decades have brought
some of the early design concepts within reach.
During the last few years, there have been several
studies that looked at near term operational scenarios using
electric propulsion technology. As part of the SSTAR/
ELITE program, current Air Force and NASA mission
models were used to find possible insertion points for this
new capability. However, there is a flaw in finding operational missions using these models as a starting point The
mission models assume systems with technologies limited
to chemical propulsion systems. Therefore, there are
missions that are not included in these models because, at
the time, the missions were assumed to be not technically
feasible or cost effective. So, to fully address the issue of
operational systems, one has to start with the new capabilities and create new missions based on those capabilities.
Using this approach, several mission possibilities were
constructed. Some of these missions can only be accomplished using the highly fuel efficient, continuous thrust of
the electric propulsion systems.
These missions include low earth orbit to higher orbit
transfers, low orbit missions that use EP for drag makeup,
formation flying, orbit tailoring, large constellation maintenance missions, on-orbit maneuvering and repositioning,
long interplanetary science missions, and those missions
with active high power payload requirements. The missions
described above do not represent the complete list of
missions. However, they do offer a wide range of interesting missions based on the capabilities of EP spacecraft.

Electric propulsion (EP) technology offers tremendous
performance benefits to spacecraft and space transportation
systems. The high thrust efficiency of the electric systems
compared to chemical thrusters can significantly reduce the
amount of propellant required for the same operations. In
addition, the high power that is inherent in EP spacecraft
enhances or enables many operational mission concepts.
Advances in critical EP related technologies over the last
three decades have made the near term use of these systems
a reality.
This overview paper discusses the current state of EP
systems from the user's point of view. First, we describe
the requirements development process. Then, we address
some still common misconceptions concerning the state of
development of these systems. Following is a brief outline
of the technologies that are mature enough for near term
operations. Finally, we consider several operational
missions which can benefit significantly from the capabilities offered by EP systems,
Introduction
"Electric Propulsion is the technology of the future and
always will be." This quote of unknown origin was fairly
accurate even a few years ago. Recently, however, major
advances in technologies required for operational EP
spacecraft have set the stage for an era of EP spacecraft with
capabilities that greatly exceed those of current chemical
propulsion spacecraft,
Advances in materials, microelectronics, and spacecraft
design tools have contributed to the near-term development
of electric propulsion spacecraft. Still, until now, there has
not been a spacecraft that has combined all the necessary
technologies into a truly optimized operational system.
These technologies include high power, radiation resistant
solar arrays, high power distribution and control, qualified
electric propulsion subsystems, lightweight radiation
hardened avionics, advanced structural and thermal materials, and fully autonomous guidance and control.
In this paper, we will discuss the status of electric
propulsion systems from the user's point of view, a brief
overview of the near-term technologies, and some mission
concepts that will benefit significantly from the use of
electric propulsion.

Customer Perceptions
After developing mission concepts for new types of
spacecraft, the concepts must be sold to a user. The
Government user communities fly very expensive payloads,
and are, therefore, extremely adverse to risk. In addition,
there are certain policy issues that are in place which also
tend to deter the introduction of new technology space systems.
In talking to the user community, we found that there
exists certain "myths" regarding EP spacecraft. Although
several of these beliefs may have been accurate some time
ago, most of the issues have now been addressed by specific
advances in technology and design techniques, or will be
resolved in near term flight demonstrations.

Operational Concepts
Over the last thirty years, countless papers have been
written about spacecraft missions using electric thrusters as
*Associate Fellow, AIAA **Member AIAA
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One misperception is that EP systems are still in the
research stage of development. However, many low power
EP systems have flown in space.' Other, high power
systems are being flight qualified in government and
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industry labs throughout the world.

Another concern is that electric engines produce large
amounts of RF interference. Recent tests performed by Air
Force Phillips Laboratory as well as TRW under contract to
NASA/Lewis Research Center, show that the interference is
within current military specifications.
Users are also concerned about the impacts of EP
plume residue on mission payloads. EP plumes are no more
of a problem than current chemical systems. In fact, they
may be less of a problem because of the extreme axial
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velocity of the plume.

Customers also believe that EP vehicles always take
longer to perform missions. While it is true that LEO to
GEO transfers may take several months to complete, there
are other missions where low continuous thrust spacecraft
actually perform missions faster than chemical impulsive
systems. These missions include on-orbit repositioning
maneuvers and high energy, or high delta-v interplanetary
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Customers are also justifiably concerned about the
impact of the long transfer through the radiation belts during
an orbit transfer mission. This was looked at extensively by
various studies over the last several years. It was determined that the impact on military satellites is minimal. The
added cost and weight for spot shielding that is required is
on the order of 1%. This is more than compensated for by
the savings in on-orbit propellant required for the lifetime of
the mission,
The purpose of the SSTAR/ELITE program is to
demonstrate in space the operation of a solar powered EP
vehicle. The program's main objectives are to demonstrate
the operation of the spacecraft, to study the effects of the
radiation environment on the spacecraft subsystems, payloads,
and to verify ground models and tests. The SSTAR/ELITE
mission will verify the assertions made above regarding the
actual state of readiness for operational EP spacecraft

Figure 1. Electric Propulsion Concepts
missions. In general, recent electric propulsion applications
(since about 1975) have emphasized the four basic electric
propulsion devices listed above as the most logical candidates for near term earth orbiting and planetary missions.
These devices of current interest, their key operating
characteristics and mission applications are summarized in
Table 1 and described briefly below.
Resistojets have been in use since the late 1960s and
eventually found a continuing role for stationkeeping of
geosynchronous satellites using hydrazine decomposition
products from a first stage decomposition gas generator.
The resistojet for today's applications is a two stage device
(see Figure 2) that first decomposes liquid hydrazine into
the standard exhaust products of ammonia, nitrogen and
hydrogen. These gases are then super heated in the second
stage into a temperature range of 3500* F. This second
stage super heater simply uses direct OHMIC heating (2R)
from a wire heater element to increase the enthalpy of the
hydrazine decomposition product gases from the upstream
gas generator. The second stage therefore may be thought
of as an electric heat exchanger. Two modes of heat
transfer are used for resistojets. One mode allows the
decomposition gases to directly contact the heater element
and thereby relies upon direct convection heat transfer to
super heat the gases (as shown in Figure 2). The other
method of heating relies upon radiation from the heater wire
to an intermediate shroud or vessel. The gases flow around
the radiatively heated vessel wall and are in turn heated by
direct contact with this very hot surface. Today's state-ofthe-art hydrazine resistojets or electrothermal hydrazine
thrusters (EHTs) are capable of raising the specific impulse
of standard catalytic hydrazine thrusters from about 230 to
about 305 seconds with an electrical power heated second
stage. EHTs are in use today on several GEO communica-

Status of EP Thruster Technologies
Over the last thirty years or so, a large number of EP
devices and/or concepts have been proposed or demonstrated in the three basic categories of electrothermal
(arcjets, resistojets), electrostatic (ion thrusters, colloid), and
electromagnetic (pulsed inductive, magnetoplasma dynamic,
etc.) (and/or hybrid combinations) thruster technologies,
These basic devices are illustrated conceptually in Figure 1.
For missions that are currently of interest to NASA, DoD,
and commercial users, recent emphasis has been primarily
on the use of low power (0.5 to 5 kw) resistojets, arcjets, ion
thrusters as well as some interest in magnetoplasma engines
for orbit raising, drag compensation, station keeping and
station repositioning and for trajectory control and maneuvering of interplanetary spacecraft. Higher power level
plasma accelerating systems are also under study to enable
both future long range planetary exploration and large
velocity change maneuvers for various special earth orbiting
2
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Table 1. E.P. Thrusters of Interest for Current Missions
Thruster Type/
Propellant Type
Resistojet
Hydrazine

Mission Category
Geo Satellite
Stationkeeping and
Maneuvering
(Also for med. &
lower orbits)

Specific Applications/Users
INTELSAT-V (Loral,
INTELSAT)

Specific Impulse, Isp
Seconds

Thrust
Range
Newtons

Power
Range
KW

295 - 305

0.1 - 0.5

0.2 - 0.85

650 - 800 (NH 3 )

2 - 3

10- 30

500 - 650

0.1 - 03

1.4 - 1.7

2000 - 3500

0.05 - 3.0

0.2 - 10.0

1300 - 2000

0.05 - 3.0

0.5 - 25

MMAS (Formerly
GEJASTRO) GEO
Commercial COMSATS,
Series 4000 and 5000 BUSES
Iridium, Other Commercial
COMSATS (Motorola, LMSC)

Arcjets
Ammonia
Hydrogen

Orbit Raising from
LEO to GEO (or
in-between)

ESSEX for P-91-1B
(ARGOS) Flight Demo
(AFPL, R., TRW)

1000 - 1200 (H 2 )

SSTAR/ELITE Flight
Demo (AFPL/TRW)
Future Experimental
Spacecraft
Orbit Raising IPS
(NASA/CTAR-Wakeshield)
and Advanced EOTV
Upper Stages (TBD)
Arcjets
Hydrazine

GEO and Lower
Orbit Stationkeeping
and Maneuvering

Ion Thruster
Xenon

Satellite Stationkeeping European/ESA Satellites
(e.g., Eureca, Atemis)
Orbit Raising
Planetary/Solar
System Exploration
(Deep Space Probes)
On-Orbit Maneuvering
Satellite
Repositioning

TELSTAR-IV,
INTELSAT-VIII,
ASIASAT, others
(MMAS Series 7000
and A-2100 Commercial
COMSAT BUSES)

Japanese Satellites (ETS-6)
SSTAR/ELITE On-Orbit
Demo (AFPL/TRW)
Future COMSAT Stationkeeping (TBD)
Future DOD Satellite
Maneuvering and
Rapid Repositioning (TBD)
Future Payload Orbit
Raising (TBD)
Deep Space Planetary
Probes (Comets, Pluto,
Mars Communications
Relay, etc.)

Stationary Plasma
Thruster (SPT) or
Hall Effect Device

On-Orbit Satellite
Maneuvering and
Stationkeeping

On-Orbit Control of
Various Russian Satellites
(e.g., Kosmos)
Stationkeeping of Near
Term U.S. Commercial
COMSATS (Loral)

3
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stationkeeping on several upcoming commercial communications satellites.
The other two arcjet propellants that are planned for use
in near-term missions are ammonia and hydrogen which
will deliver about 800 seconds and 1,000 to 1,200 seconds
of specific impulse, respectively. Both ammonia and
hydrogen arcjets are planned for use in near-term orbit
raising missions referred to as electric orbit transfer vehicles
or EOTVs.
The third type of EP thruster that is planned for use on
near-term missions is the xenon propellant ion thruster
shown in Figure 4. The thermal filament in the ionization
chamber serves as the electron source. From this source
electrons discharged at a low chamber pressure of about 103 torr (1 torr being a pressure of 1 mm of mercury at 00 C
and standard gravity) are attracted towards the cylindrical
anode but are influenced by the weak axial magnetic field to
spiral axially in the chamber until collision occurs with a
propellant atom causing it to become ionized. The chamber
thus contains positive ions, electrons, and neutral atoms.
The strong electric field in the vicinity of the pair of grid
electrodes at the exit of the chamber extract and accelerate
the positive ions through the openings in the grids. Loss of
electrons is prevented by maintaining cathode potential
negative bias on both the inner grid electrode and the
opposite wall of the chamber. The discharge neutralizer,

tion satellites for stationkeeping and occasional limited orbit
boosting and other on-orbit maneuvering.
Arcjets also rely on electrical energy to raise the
exhaust temperature of hydrazine decomposition products
for satellite maneuvering and stationkeeping. However,
these devices rely upon electrical arc discharge heating to
create a very hot thermal plasma (with a gas core temperature that can be as high as 20,000*K) that is subsequently
accelerated through a conventional supersonic nozzle. The
basic arcjet thruster concept is illustrated in Figure 3. The
electrical discharge arc flows between the tip of the central
cathode and the nozzle throat which functions as the annular
anode. The energy input to the gases flowing through this
annular region between the two electrodes occurs largely in
the constricted laminar flow through the electric discharge
arc. Three different propellants are planned for use for near
term missions. The first is a two stage arcjet device for
GEO satellite stationkeeping using hydrazine as the propellant. This device looks much like the stationkeeping
resistojet except the arcjet heater replaces the electric
resistance heater in the second stage. The specific impulse
for the two stage hydrazine stationkeeping arcjet will be in
the 500 to 600 second range which is nearly double that
delivered by either resistojets or small chemical bipropellant
rockets. Hydrazine arcjets are scheduled for use for
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another cathode electron emitter, feeds electrons into the
exhaust beam for charge neutralization purposes.
The xenon ion thruster is planned for near term use for
both on-orbit stationkeeping and for spacecraft rapid
repositioning as discussed later in this paper. The xenon ion
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thruster is also a candidate for use for spacecraft orbit
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raising and interplanetary space exploration missions. The
xenon ion thruster delivers an Isp in the 2,000 to 3,500
second range with efficiencies in the 50 to 70% range.
The fourth and final device under serious consideration

EXHAUST

for use in near-term spacecraft missions is a magnetoplasma

MOUNTING
FLANGE

device developed by the Russians that has come to be
known as the stationary plasma thruster or SPT. This

Figure 3. Thermal Electric Arcjet Hot Gas Core
4
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design, as illustrated in Figure 5, is an axisymmetric thruster
with an external cathode to provide a source of electrons.
Some of these electrons travel in an azimuthal or closed
circumferential direction and drift toward the anode inside
the hollow insulated cylindrical groove (thereby interacting
with the neutral atoms of the working fluid, such as xenon),
and ionizing a major part of the working fluid; some of the
electrons neutralize the ions outside the groove. The ions
are accelerated electrostatically by the electric field,
interacting with the magnetic field, and are ejected in a
direction that is generally axial,
Figure 5 shows a type of SPT that has been operated on

Starting requires a warm-up period (less than 1 min) with
160 V of power going to the main anode and the compensating cathode. When the anode current reaches about 1.5
A, the magnets are energized and the heating of the two
electrodes is stopped. The thruster current, voltage, and
thrust then reach their nominal steady-state values.
This system is also called a closed Hall current
thrusteror a Hall accelerator,because of the Hall effect;
the trajectories of the electrons are deflected, thereby giving
rise to a component of current mutually perpendicular to the
electric and magnetic fields (in the same direction as the ion
velocity). This type of electric propulsion system has been
developed and flown in the former USSR at power levels
up to 30 kW, with a maximum quoted thrust efficiency of
70%, specific impulses in the range 2,000 to 3,500 sec, and
thrust levels between hundredths of newtons and a few
newtons.
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The use of high efficiency electric propulsion enhances
or enables many near-term operational missions. The
following sections provide an overview of some of the
5HOLLOW
CATHODE Earth orbiting missions which would greatly benefit from
EXTERNALLYthe capabilities of electric propulsion and its inherent high
MOUNTED power capability. We have broken these missions into
9 Mi
I
three categories: Geosynchronous, Low Earth Orbit/
m
Medium Earth Orbit, and Geotransfer Orbits.
Geosynchronous Applications
S

ICommunication Satellites
GEO communications satellites can benefit greatly
from electric propulsion technologies. One area is in
mission life cycle costs. GEO spacecraft mass is limited by
launch vehicle capability. Within this allocated mass is an
assumed on-orbit propellant requirement Although the
allocated propellant mass for on-orbit stationkeeping and
management may be a small percentage of the
overall spacecraft mass, there is still a limited mass amount
that can be carried onboard as well a aa limit on the tank
volume available.
Most operational GEO satellites are lifetime limited by
the amount of on-orbit consumables they can carry. If
current on-orbit chemical propulsion systems are replaced
by higher efficiency electric systems mentioned above,
operational lifetimes of the satellites can be increased
significantly. For a near-term application study, we assume
a medium powered arcjet propulsion system replacing
existing high performance chemical systems. Current stateof-the-art arcjet systems can deliver approximately two and
a half to three times the Isp of the chemical systems.
However, we must also subtract the additional mass of the
power processing equipment used for the arcjet system.
When the mass trades are compared, a conservative
estimate for some existing satellites shows an increase of 30
to 40% lifetime based on propellant usage. This number
can be translated into an additional 3 to 5 years of usable
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Figure 5. Russian Stationary Plasma Thruster (SPT) Design
a number of former USSR satellites since 1971. The
principle of the acceleration of the ionized working fluid is
in the electric field that is created in the plasma as a result of
a sharp decrease of transverse electron mobility in a
magnetic field. This plasma engine has a magnetic field
created by eight coils (each wound around an external rod),
which are electrically connected in series. The channel
where the xenon is ionized and accelerated is lined by a
single-piece insulator made from aluminum oxide. The
power conversion unit provides the right voltage levels for
the anode and cathode filaments (the electron emitting
cathode is external to SPT unit as shown in Figure 5).
5
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life based on a current 12 year GEO mission. When a
complete life cycle analysis is performed, we find that this
additional lifetime can reduce the total number of satellites
by 1 to 2 spacecraft When the cost of building and launching of additional satellites is factored, large savings in
system costs can be realized by the inclusion of currently
available low risk electric propulsion systems.
A second major benefit to communication satellite
capabilities is the inherent high power available. Because of
recent advances in solar array technologies, the cost of going
from existing power levels to medium power levels of 10 to
20 kW on orbit is no longer prohibitive. In addition, though
the increased cost and mass of the higher power array system
must be factored into the mission costs, the increased
mission capabilities start to heavily favor the high power
electric propulsion system. The following discussion
describes several of the advantages obtained by having
higher power levels available.
One can immediately understand the benefits of the
additional power on orbit by considering the common
communications link equation.
I
P4

pr
where
Pr
EIRP
D
La
X
gr

=
=
=
=
=
=

I

La

D 2=

offers several advantages to proposed high altitude surveillance systems. The advantages are manifested in two areas.
High Power
High power contributes greatly to the effectiveness of
active sensing systems. Several aspects of RADAR
missions in particular can be greatly enhanced with high
available power. The RADAR equation shows where
significant beneficial trades can be made.
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Transmitter power in watts
Gain of the transmitting antenna in the
direction of the target
Lt
=
Numerical factor to account for losses in
the transmitting system
A similar factor for the receiving system
=
Lr
rt
=
Range between the transmitting/receiving
antenna and the target
s
=
Target radar cross section
Lmt, Lmr =
Numerical factors describing the loss of
the propagating medium
=
Range between the target and the receivr
ing antenna
Gr
=
Gain of the receiving antenna in the
direction of the target
lo
=
Radar wavelength
=
numerical factor to account for polarizaLp
tion losses
One area is range to target for the same probability of
detection. This allows such missions as low altitude
surveillance and tracking. It also allows cross orbit object
tracking. This gives mission planners more flexibility in
their operational design. An interesting application that is
getting more attention recently is the use of active radar
systems to look for space objects that may impact Earth.
This "Early Warning" system would necessarily need an
active sensing system because of the low amount of
reflected radiation of the cold objects. With high enough
power, objects on an intercept path toward Earth could be
detected far enough away to plan a diversion mission.
These "Earth Defense" missions are currently being
considered in future AF and NASA planning.

gr
r

Received Power
Effective Isotropic Radiated Power
Distance
Atmospheric loss
Wavelength
Receiver gain

By increasing the transmitting power, we can start
trading off parameters in the transmitting gain term. Smaller
aperture antennas can be used for the same delivered EIRP.
Reducing the size and mass of the transmitting antennas,
allows more usable payload to be incorporated into the
satellite. The mass benefits also flow to other spacecraft
subsystems. If, for instance, the antennas are gimballed for
pointing purposes, the smaller moments of inertia allow the
antenna gimbal drives to be smaller. This in turn requires
less momentum build up and therefore less momentum
management propellant
We can look at the link equation another way and see that
data rates are directly proportional to the transmitting power.
The enhanced data rate capability is especially important for
relaying telemetry data from operational spacecraft
Finally, the increased power capability allows designers
to start trading off ground system requirements. One benefit
of the higher on orbit power would be to allow ground
receiving stations, whether fixed, mobile, or even hand held,
to be smaller. Another advantage can be derived from the
wider allowable beamwidth. This would allow the spacecraft to communicate to ground stations over a much wider
area which would offer flexibility for ground station
designers.

=
=

Electric Propulsion
The high fuel efficiency of electric propulsion systems
on orbit greatly enhance operational surveillance missions.
The main advantage is the ability to reposition a satellite in
its orbit many more times than is currently possible with
current chemical systems. This capability is directly related
to the way that orbit phasing maneuvers are performed. To
change a satellite's position in its orbit, the satellite is put

Surveillance Systems
The combination of high power and electric propulsion
6
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into a supersynchronous orbit while the Earth rotates under
it When the proper shift in longitude is achieved, the
satellite performs an impulsive burn to place it back at
geosynchronous altitude. With the availability of electric
propulsion systems, the orbit change maneuver can be
performed with much less propellant. In addition, the low
continuous thrust allows the satellite to be thrusting during
the entire maneuver. Therefore, even though thrust levels
are much smaller than their chemical counterparts, GEO
repositioning maneuvers can be completed faster. This
notion is counter to most user's perception of electric
propulsion as "always much slower at everything." See
Figures 6 and 7.
How does the additional capability of on-orbit repositioning translate into more productive missions? We shall
consider two examples. One from the military and the other
from a civilian application,
Many lessons pertaining to space war fighting applications were learned from Operation Desert Storm. One

important trade became readily apparent The tradeoff
between the operational lifetime of the space asset and its
ability to move to theater operations to support the war
fighting effort. With current on orbit chemical propulsion
systems, this trade can only be made at the highest levels of
the Government. This is because a large repositioning
maneuver can cost a satellite almost half of its projected on
orbit lifetime. With satellite costs in the hundreds of
millions of dollars, the decision to move a current asset can
be very costly.
Satellites which incorporate EP systems offer mission
planners much greater flexibility in on orbit operations. For
example, some ion engines are an order of magnitude more
fuel efficient than current chemical systems. This allows
the satellites to be moved over large phase angles several
times without significantly impacting satellite lifetime. This
capability helps make the satellite a much more valuable
asset during a crisis situation. Other orbit repositioning
maneuvers are also possible. For instance, the satellite can
be moved into a sub-synchronous orbit and allowed to drift
in a forward direction with respect to the Earth. Then if a
crisis develops, the EP system can be used to hold, or
"hover", in that position while the payload is being used.
The repositioning capability discussed above can also
provide new operational flexibility for the civilian market.
A straightforward application would be to the NOAA
weather tracking satellites. These satellites, stationed at
______
geosynchronous altitude, are primarily used for tracking
ALTITUDE
ADJUST
hurricanes. The additional capability of EP on orbit, would
allow mission planners to move the satellite to critical areas
for better observation. These plans would manifest themselves in many ways. For instance, if a monitoring gap
due to a delay in a new launch or a failure on orbit,
a spare satellite can be moved into position to monitor a
specific area of the globe until a replacement for the
ESCENT
constellation could be found.
SPACECRAFT REPOSITION
PLANE CHANGE
In addition to geosynchronous orbits, other high altitude
non-circular
orbits offer different operational capabilities.
Capabilities
Figure 6. On Orbit Maneuvering
Some eccentric orbits offer the ability for satellites to loiter
3.72x 104
or spend more time in one hemisphere than the other. In
ORBITANGLE 28 DEGREES these cases, the high efficiency of the electric propulsion
EOTV
systems can be used to maintain these orbits by offsetting
ISP-1200sec
(Wp 65kg)
natural disturbances such as nodal regression or apsidal
THRUST 0 lb
drift. In the near future, these capabilities will allow
7480
kg
W=
3.6 x104
mission planners to get much greater performance from a
system since the orbit architectures can be designed
E
/given
closer to the optimal system requirements.
TIM
EUL
IMPULSIVE
3 ,4
x10
(Wp140 kg)
GEO Transfer Missions:
SETOUALFUEL'
The Electric Orbit Transfer Vehicle concept has been
IMPULSIVE
(Wp- 5kg)
around since the first days of electric propulsion. The idea
is that the high fuel efficiency in the EP systems would
3.60x o104 EOTV HAS USED
greatly reduce the propellant requirement currently needed
ABOUT 16 kgOF FUEL
ATTHISPOINT
to transfer satellites from low earth orbit or geotransfer orbit
to geosynchronous orbit. Until recently, two main factors
GEOSYNCHRONOUSALTITUDE
have kept users from using EP systems for orbit transfer.
3
0'
2
4
The first reason that electric orbit transfer vehicles are not in
common use today is that the supporting technologies
TIME days
required to operate the EP systems economically were
S7.
Figure 7. Comparison of Reposition Techniques

'develops
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In the last few years, these requirements have been revisited.
Launch on demand scenarios can now be replaced with
launch on schedule scenarios. Also, studies have shown that
many payloads can be downloaded from heavy launch
vehicles (HLVs) to medium launch vehicles (MLVs). The
launch processing time for the MLVs can be shown to be
months less than the HLVs. This time difference makes up
a significant portion of the longer orbit transfer time. Also,
because of the very low acceleration of the EP systems,
many of the deployable payloads can be deployed and tested
during the transfer which reduces the checkout time
required on station. Finally, because of the low thrust, orbit
insertion can be made more accurately than a chemical
impulsive transfer. This too reduces the time to station
since time consuming orbit adjustment maneuvers can be
reduced or eliminated.

not available. The second reason concerns the longer
transfer times to orbit with the low thrust EP systems. We
will now discuss how these two main objections have been
addressed in recent years.
The supporting technologies for EP transfer vehicles
include the solar arrays needed to power the system, the space
vehicle itself, and the on board computational capability
required to compute the complex guidance and control
maneuvers required for the low-thrust, spiral transfer.
A number of studies have been performed to show the
state of array technology required to make the EP vehicles
feasible. The main trade-off factors concern the specific
power of the arrays systems (Watts/kg) and the costs of
these systems ($/Watt). Due to advances in cell technologies, substrate materials, and electronic control technologies, the performance of solar array systems has improved
tremendously in recent years. Numbers greater than 100 W/
kg for array systems are current state of the art. Some
technology roadmaps show capabilities of greater than 300
W/kg within the next 5 years. This level of performance
makes EP spacecraft look very attractive for near-term orbit
transfer missions. The second factor affecting the use of
EOTV systems is the cost of the power system. Like the
improvement in specific power for array systems, the cost of
these systems are decreasing dramatically. Several studies
have shown that to have an economically viable system, the
cost of arrays need to be less than $500/Watt. With advances in low-cost cell technology and automated array
manufacturing, this level has already been achieved. It has
also been shown that several technologies show promise of
getting costs down below $150/Watt At these cost levels,
the case for electric orbit transfer becomes very strong,
Other spacecraft technologies have kept pace with the
advances in solar arrays. One of these is the use of lightweight materials in the spacecraft bus. Advanced composite
materials not only offer lighter and stiffer structures
required for the control of the large arrays, but they also
offer much greater thermal control capabilities. Several new
materials have much greater heat transfer capability than
other materials used in the past This allows smaller
spacecraft to dissipate the greater than average heat loads
from the power processing units which control the electric
propulsion systems.
Also, advances in computational systems have eliminated a problem that has plagued EP systems in the past.
One of the arguments against EOTVs was the ground
operations required to control the vehicle through its long
orbit transfer. With the advent of new radiation hardened
processors, and new solid state storage devices, the algorithms required to control the EOTV during its transfer stage
can all be stored and performed on the spacecraft This
eliminates the need for any ground control interaction until
the spacecraft has reached its final orbit.
As stated above, the second main argument against the
use of EOTVs is their longer transfer time to final orbit.
During the Cold War, military planners argued that a surge
or launch on demand requirement was necessary to react to
a Soviet threat. Also, the Air Force had projected an ample
supply of heavy launch vehicles for the foreseeable future.

LEO and MEO Missions
Electric propulsion spacecraft also offer advantages to
low earth orbit and medium earth orbit systems. Two main
areas will be discussed below. The first area considered is
the large constellation systems which are becoming more
common. The second area concerns unique low earth orbits
which are enabled by the high efficiency electric propulsion
systems, and which can't even be considered with chemical
systems.
Large constellation systems such as the Global Positioning System require satellites to maintain specific orbit
positions relative to the other satellites in the constellation.
For certain constellations, this requires orbit adjustments be
made throughout the life of the particular satellite. The use
of high efficiency electric engines could increase the
lifetime of these satellites by providing more on orbit
adjustment capability for the same spacecraft weight. For
large constellations, this could mean a significant reduction
in replacement satellites which could mean a significant cost
saving. Also, deployment of large systems requires launch
vehicles to place satellites into specific orbit planes. The
satellites then drift to their required positions. For future
systems, many planners are considering placing multiple
satellites on one launch vehicle. For these systems, the
electric transfer vehicle could be used to place the satellites
into their respective orbits, even for multiple planes. This
operation alone could save the cost of several launch
vehicles. Finally, the EP vehicle can be used to replace a
failed satellite with on orbit spares. For this case, an on
orbit spare can be placed in one plane and then moved
economically to wherever the damaged satellite is. Without
the EP capability spare satellites would have to be placed
into separate planes and then allowed to drift to their proper
place. This operation could again save the cost of several
satellites over the life of the system. The above mentioned
operations are feasible with current EP systems. As cost/
risk trades are performed over the next few years, the case
for EP systems will be made very strongly.
The final low earth orbit application to be discussed
involves unique-orbit missions. These are sometimes
referred to as "Designer Orbits". 3 We will mention only a
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few possibilities in this section. However, there are a
multitude of new and exciting missions which can be
accomplished with the high efficiency continuous thrust of
EP systems.
One such application is the use of EP for drag makeup.
This allows a spacecraft to be flown at very low altitudes by
using the continuous thrust of the EP system to counter the
forces due to atmospheric drag. These spacecraft could also
lower long tethers into the upper atmosphere. This capability
would give researchers access to a part of the atmosphere that is
currently very difficult to measure.
"Retrace" orbits are another application of electric
propulsion systems. Because of nodal and apsidal drift in
certain orbits, spacecraft cannot retrace their paths (i.e., fly
over the same point of the earth at the same time) very
easily. EP systems can be used to correct the orbit drift and
allow the missions to succeed. Retrace orbits are important
for a number of missions. One example would be a radar
mapping mission that requires a specific swath to be taken
on each orbit. The accurate retracing capability would add
greater accuracy to the measurements being made.

operations cost savings can be made. Finally, the additional
energy provided by the EP system can be used for increased
science payload. This improved capability would increase
the amount of knowledge gained from an expensive mission
manyfold. Current ion engine technology is available now
for mission planners. The performance and lifetime issues
have been addressed, and the risk/reward equation now tilts
heavily in favor of electric propulsion systems.
For missions that are approximately within the orbit of
Jupiter, the inherent high power capability of EP systems
offer additional benefits. One area certain to become more
attractive is using the available power for data communications. It can be shown that data rates for currently planned
Mars missions could be increased a thousand fold by using
the power left over from a 5 kW ion engine spacecraft This
capability opens the door for real time data transmission and
possibly even real time video. The higher available power
can also be used to enhance mission performance. For
instance, active sensing systems, such as a Synthetic
Aperture RADAR (SAR), could use the extra power to
significantly improve the resolution of the radar images.
Finally, there are outer planetary missions which still
could benefit from solar electric propulsion systems. For
example, a mission to Pluto has been studied recently with
very promising results. Although the photovoltaic arrays
are not useful at those distances, trajectories have been
designed to accelerate the spacecraft to the required velocities while the arrays are still effective. This allows the Pluto
mission to be downloaded from a Titan IV to a Delta launch
vehicle. Because the current Pluto flyby mission assumes two
launches for reliability, the cost savings from downloading to
the Delta vehicle are greater than $500 M. This program
alone easily justifies the investment in EP technologies.

Interolanetarv Apolications;
High energy interplanetary missions are where EP
spacecraft offer the greatest rewards. Many papers have
been written describing specific missions for electric
propulsion spacecraft. In this section, we wish to outline
several top level aspects of interplanetary applications that
make the use of EP appealing. The reader can then refer to
specific mission studies to see how the particular mission
succeeds in addressing these overall objectives.
Many currently proposed interplanetary science
missions require the use of a heavy launch vehicle, such as a
Titan IV, to provide the necessary energy to inject the
spacecraft into the proper interplanetary trajectory. For
current missions which rely on a small amount of chemical
propellant for trajectory adjustments, complex gravity assist
trajectories are still required to reach the final destination.
These complicated trajectories not only take longer to reach
the target than a direct path, but also require much more
complex guidance algorithms and higher mission operation
costs. In addition, the payload science that can be delivered
is severely restricted because of the high mass cost required
to get to the destination,
The use of EP spacecraft addresses all of the above
deficiencies. First, the higher Isp of the EP systems allows
mission planners to use a smaller launch vehicle for the
same mission. For some missions currently being considered, the spacecraft could be downloaded from a T4 to a
Delta class vehicle without sacrificing payload mass or
capability. This alone could save missions hundreds of
millions of dollars. Secondly, the continuous thrust of an
EP system can be used to put the spacecraft on direct
trajectories to the target. In some cases, this capability can
substantially reduce trip time. Typical estimate of ground
operations costs for interplanetary missions range from
about $10 - 50M per year. If the trip time on a planetary
mission can be cut by a year or two, significant ground

Summary
The purpose of this paper was to present an overview of
the current applications of electric propulsion spacecraft. All
of the missions described above are feasible using current
technology EP systems. It was shown that the combination of
high efficiency propulsion systems with their inherent high
power offers much greater mission capability and flexibility.
Also, given the tight monetary constraints in today's environment, the cost/risk tradeoff of using EP systems has swung
decidedly in favor of using EP spacecraft to download from
heavy launch systems. Also, with the changing world threat
moving to regional areas as opposed to the singular former
Soviet threat, the need for on-orbit repositioning and maneuvering will become more pronounced. EP spacecraft provide
military planners with the flexibility required to meet these
current and future threats. Finally, it was shown that the use
of EP spacecraft can greatly reduce costs and improve mission
performance for interplanetary missions.
With the advancement of associated EP technologies,
EP spacecraft are no longer the future solution to high
performance space missions. The requirements are here and
the technology is mature. It is time to match the two and
begin a new era in space!
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